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THE AFGL VIBRO-ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM E ECTE
0 Howard E. Michel

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts

SAsrIntroduction~Abstract

*The vibro-acoustic environment at V-23 on Van- The MST, PCR, and SAB are mobile structures
denberg AFB must be monitored during STS launches with very limited power and communications links to
to insure integrity of the ground support struc- the outside. However, the Air Force requires near
tures and associated equipment. Of particular con- real time monitoring capabilities from these build-

cern are three mobile buildings: the Payload ings during STS launches.
Changeout Room (PCR), the Shuttle Assembly Building In addition, the Air Force requires substan-
(SAB), and the Mobile Service Tower (MST). Limited tial data analysis following the launch to
power and communications lines in both the park and determine system weaknesses that will warrant fur-
forward positions, plus a desire for near real time ther monitoring, and thus affect placement of
data display, present an interesting engineering sensors in subsequent launches.
problem. One solution is the Air Force Geophysics Further, because of the short interval between
Laboratory (AFGL) designed and fabricated Vibro- launches, flexibility of the system design was a
Acoustic Measurement System (VANS). major concern. Major system redesign had to be a-

The VAMS is a distributed computer network voided. Therefore, AFGL's objective was to develop
designed for monitoring environmental motions. The an easily reconfigurable, flexible, distributed
heart of the system is a master control unit to computer network that would enable efficient vibro-
centrally manage the network as well as to continu- acoustic monitoring of the launches.
ally record data. Closely coupled to the master is In this report I will describe the system net-
an array processor for the massively parallel data work, its several components, and the capabilities
processing required in digital signal processing, and limitations we anticipate from the system.
Five slave units are coupled to the master. Each In meeting these technical requirements, AFGL
slave can handle 16 sensors; the system capacity has designed and built the VAMS, which consists of
is 80 channels. The network will function using the following computers linked in a network:
only one voice grade telephone line between the - Node 1, The Master
master and each slave. - - Node 2, The Number-cruncher

- Nodes 3-7, The Slaves
Figure 1, Diagram of the VAMS, illustrates the
relationships among these components.

Foreword

The vibro-acoustic environment at V-23 on Van-
denberg AFB must be monitored during STS launches

ato insure integrity of the ground support equipment
structures, particularly three mobile buildings: USE

the Payload Changeout Room (PCR), the Shuttle As-
sembly Building (SAB), and the Mobile Service Tower
(MST). However, this effort Is constrained by 3ev-
eral factors: limited power and communications
lines in both the park and forward positions; and Z
the requirement for a near real time data display. S-BOX SLAVE

Consequently, the Air Force Geophysics Labora- CRSNHER

* tory was asked to design and fabricate a system
that could efficiently and reliably monitor STS (,@O
launches.

*This report will describe the system developed
* by AFGL, with particular attention to its physical

components and its capabilities and limitations. Fig. I AFGL VAMS
In the Appendix to this report, a description of
the installation details of the system at Vanden-
berg AFB will be provided.
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Sitting on top of this hardware will be system

The System software. The programs will allow the DNA hardware
to expand its reaches into the entire system at

each node. References to devices outside the local

The Vibro-Acoustic Measurement System (VANS) node will be treated as system global references
is an easily reconfigurable, flexible, distributed and passed through the DMA hardware to the other
computer network of seven nodes connected in a star node. Programs running on either node then will

configuration. The heart of the system is node 1, have access to the peripherals of the other node.

"the master", a super-fast micro-processor to cen- This operation is intended to be transparent to the

trally manage the network and peripheral proces- user. Additionally, one high speed serial link is

sors, as well as to continually record data. provided between nodes 1 and 2 for coordination and

Closely coupled to the master is node 2, a standard communications, thus allowing the high speed paral-

micro-computer for serial code execution, and an lel link to function efficiently.

array processor for the massively parallel data

processing required in digital signal processing. Long Haul. The long haul network uses available

We call node 2 the "number-cruncher." The front phone lines to connect nodes 3 through 7 to node 1.

end of the system is nodes 3 through 7. Each node, To operate at the maximum rate possible using
an instrumentation slave unit, or just "slave", existing public switched telephone network direct

consists of a micro-computer, non-volatile memory distance dialing (PSTN/DDD) 3KHz conditioned phone
for data storage, an analog-to-digital converter, lines, we are using state-of-the-art synchronous

and an analog front end. modems. The modems use a combination of phase and

amplitude modulation, and are capable of transmit-
The Network ting information at a data rate In excess of the

Nyquist signaling rate by forcing each sample to
The network consists of two types of communi- transfer a vector of information rather than a

cation paths. First, nodes 1 and 2 are connected single bit. We are thus able to transfer data at

by a super high speed, direct memory access line, 9600 baud, half duplex, through the 3KHz signal

allowing each node virtually unlimited access to conditioning equipment at phone company switching

the memory, mass storage, and peripheral equipment centers.

of the other node. These two nodes almost function If two such phone lines are available, 9600

as one, but, operating independently and executing baud, full duplex is possible, but the master will

different instructions on the same data, they allow have trouble sustaining five such data streams.

extremely efficient use of the major computing pow- Additionally, if the network is limited in
er of the network, geographical spread, and dedicated or unconditioned

The second type, which we've described as lines (through the same phone exchange) are avail-
"long haul", is used to connect nodes 3 thru 7 in- able, the network can operate at 9600 baud, full

dependently to node 1 thru a medium speed communi- duplex, but again the master will be the weak link.

cations system. Presently, we are using state-of- Finally, between the modems and their respec-

the-art long-haul synchronous modems capable of tive nodes is an error correcting logic device that
transferring data at 9600 baud half duplex over one insures error-free transmission between the nodes.

direct distance dial public switched telephone net-

work (DDD/PSTN) (i.e., 3 KHz conditioned) phone Node 1, The Master
line. With this equipment, the distance between
slaves and the master is virtually unlimited. If The master is central, both logically and con-

this limitation is relaxed, the modems are capable ceptually, but not necessarily physically, to the

of 9600 baud full duplex over two conditioned phone network. It is the heart of the network, and the
lines, or one unconditioned (i.e., direct) phone heart of the master is a Digital Equipment Corpora-
line. tion LSI 11/73 micro-processor.

This network can be used to monitor or alter The master has two functions. Primarily, it

the status of the slaves from one central location, oversees the network. Its secondary function is to
or to pass the digitized data from the slaves to provide access to the VANS by the operator.

the number cruncher for near real time reduction, Normal Operations. In the course of normal

or simply to back-up the data in case of cata- operation, the operator would configure and verify

strophic failure of a slave, the status of the slaves through the master. Then

the operator, the master, or the slaves indepen-

Local 4igh Speed. The primary hardware used to dently at some pre-configured set of conditions
Implement the local high speed communications be- (time and/or signal input), would start the VAMS

tweer. nodes 1 and 2 is two direct memory access taking data. The slaves would then send data and

(DMA) controllers, one on each of the nodes' system status back to the master where it would be stored

busses. The DMA units can read and write into any on a 30 Mbyte Winchester disk. This capacity re-
memory address on their respective busses without presents approximately 1-1/2 hours of data at the

the nain processor intervening. The two DMA units maximum data transfer rate of the network. Data
are connected by a parallel bus capable of exchang- from the disk can be dumped to magnetic tape car-
ing data in excess of 500K bytes/see. In a hard- tridges, and since these are removable, total sys-
ware sense then, data in either node's memory is a- tem capacity is unlimited. This would require an
vailable to be used or copied by the other node. operator to be present. Simultaneously, data would
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be made available to the number cruncher, and a Possible Problems. If the network crashes, the

short time later preliminary processed data from slaves are capable of performing the data acquisi-
the number cruncher would be given back to the mas- tion and storage as previously programmed, indepen-

ter for display on a text terminal, color graphics dent of outside conditions. Note, however, that
terminal, printer or color plotter, local data storage capacity is limited to the ca-

pacity of the magnetic bubble memory.

Node 2, The Number Cruncher The slaves are also capable of running on bat-
tery power for up to 60 minutes. Moreover, alter-

The sole purpose of node 2 is to process large nate power conserving modes of operation during
amounts of data in a short time. Operations such as power failure could be directed from the master.

Fourier transforms, convolution, scaling, and cor- In the event of power and network failure, the

relation can be accomplished. Additional computa- slave could hibernate until an internal timer sig-
tions are required for graphical display of the nals an upcoming scheduled event. A lighter sleep
data; the number cruncher handles these too. The might possibly sample inputs, looking for condi-

number cruncher gives the VANS a near real-time tions before becoming fully operational. These

data analysis capability, at least for a limited options should extend battery powered system life

number of channels, to hours or days.

The Array Processor. The array processor is a
pipelined vector processor manufactured by Sky Magnetic Bubble Memory. Crucial to the concept
Computers, capable of one million operations per of the slave is its magnetic bubble memory (MB).

second. A portion of the speed is derived from the Since MBM is non-volatile, data written into it

pipeline effect, in which instructions are fetched will remain, with or without power, until deliber-

and executed in an overlap fashion. The vector ately erased. Each slave has two Mbytes of MB on
concept executes the identical instruction on a four 0.5 Mbyte cards, with one controller capable
vector of data instead of the scalar components of implementing up to sixteen Mbytes of MB as

that make up the vector. These engineering efforts eight separate emulated disk drives.
combine to produce the greatest benefit in work With 0.5 Mbytes set aside for the operating

like digital signal processing and simulation, system and applications programs, each slave is
The DSP Software. We are using an interactive therefore completely self-contained. Additionally,

Digital Signal Processing software package made to the 1.5 Mbytes of MB allocated to data storage
run on the Sky array processor. The software, in will provide a safe buffer in the event that the

combination with the operating system will support network crashes, or room for several minutes of
. multiple users or tasks. It can, for example, data in a "stand-alone" mode if the network is

compute a Fourier transform of a time series, dis- undesirable or impossible to implement.

play both on a color graphics terminal, and then by The exact capacity of the HM is a function of
[ calling other functions, the operator can use the data bandwidth, data accuracy, and number of chan-

. cross hair to select a range to expand, or modify. nels. The data bandwidth is related to the signal
bandwidth by the quality of the anti-aliasing fil-

ter. Currently, at each slave, we can store ap-

proximately 16 minutes of 30 Hz data at 0.5% accu-

Hodes 3 thru 7, The Slaves. racy, but only four minutes of 60 Hz data at

maximum accuracy.

The slaves perform two roles: (1) intelligent Use of modular MBII permits flexibility. For
data acquisition systems; and (2) communication example, if less than five slaves are desired, the

links back to the master. The brain of each slave MBM can be swapped into the remaining slaves thus
is a Digital Equipment Corporation LSI 11/23 micro- increasing their ,apacity. If the entire system is

processor. It manages four distinct information to be expanded, the MBM can be easily increased.
flows through the slave: However, MBM is expensive.

(1) Commands generated from within the slave,

directed to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), The Analog Front End. Closest to the computer
the analog filters, or the various components in is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). We are

the slave's sensor tree; currently using 16 channel units capable of sam-

(2) Command and status messages between the pling all channels simultaneously.

slave and the master. These could be relayed by Accuracy. Accuracy is 15 bits, or approximately
both, i.e., the operator at the master might change 0.003%. This is far superior to any of the sensors
the gain of one channel; we currently use, and we don't anticipate the ADC

(3) Data from the slave's ADC into the slave's ever becoming the weak link in the VAM4S. If accu-
memory; racy to only 0.5% is desired, only one byte is

(4) Data from the slave's memory back to the needed to represent the data. Maximum input band-

master, width is 40KHz but the bubble memory is currently

The analog characteristics of the slaves are capable of supporting only 150 samples per second
alterable, many in software requiring only frac- at maximum accuracy for 16 channels. For a slight
tions of a second, and others requiring wires to be increase in system complexity this can be increased
junpered taking possibly several hours. Each slave to 450 samples per second, but without additional

can handle 16 sensors, and with five slaves the MSM, this higher data rate would only expend MRM

system capacity is 80 channels, more quickly. Additionally, the network could not
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handle this higher data flow unless either the num- Sensors. The VANS currently use seven types of

ber of input channels or the data accuracy were sensors: absolute, gage, and differential pressure

reduced. Increasing the total data flow on the sensors; strain gages, seismometers, eddy field

network is also not possible without substantially displacement, and accelerometers. All the sensors

Increasing the speed of the master, except the seismometer consist of a transducer and

The input to the ADC is from the anti-aliasing a pre-amplifier. The se13mometers don't require
analog filters. Soon to be implemented are soft- this extra gain before reaching the J-box.

ware programmable, variable gain and variable cut- The J-box supplies + 5V to the sensor, as well

off, low pass filters. These filters determine the as a calibration pair, and the sensor has a return

ratio of ADC sampling to the highest signal fre- signal pair. If the sensor is capable of producing

quency desired. With 80dB/octave roll-off, our "volts" for its given physical sensitivity, the
units enable us to obtain 15 bit accuracy by sam- J-box can amplify this signal to + 1OV for the ADC.
pling at only 3.06 times the highest frequercy de- If, as in the case of our pressure transducer, the

sired, assuming a white noise environment. If the output is "micro-volts", we put a gain stage at the

noise is red in the area of concern, or less accu- sensor. Any type transducer, with any physical
racy is acceptable, this ratio can be improved, range, that is capable of operating within these

The switch box (S-box) portion of the sensor tree constraints is compatible with the VANS, bearing in

feeds the anti-aliasing filters, mind the overall low frequency (max of 50-150 Hz)

nature of the VANS.

The Sensor Tree. The arrangement of the sensors
reminds one of tree trunks splitting into limbs,

," branches and leaves; hence, the name sensor tree.

Each slave is capable of supporting a maximum of 16 Capabilities and Limitations

sensors clustered around a maximum of three Junc-
tion boxes (J-boxes) in any possible configuration.

Engineering efficiency dictated one J-box capable Capabilities

of handling sixteen sensors and two seven-channel
" J-boxes. The J-boxes feed the Switch box (S-box), Currently, the VAMS is capable of recording
* which in turn feeds the anti-aliasing filters. See and analyzing 80 channels of seismic and/or pres-

Figure 2, Sensor Tree. sure signals with a maximum frequency of interest

at 50 Hz.
Accuracy and Sensitivity. Accuracy is better

than 0.5% for pressure in the range of 0 to 1.5
SENSOR J-BOX 1 SWITCH BOX PSID. Since all the sensors except the seismome-

•-. • ? -l ters are average quality, off-the-shelf items, this
" * T -

-  
P, 1-Z: 3 _---i . is typical performance. Sensitivity of the seis-

K -- ~-LtL- .

'  
p,--,, 7 mometers to motion is better than 2 x 10 cm/sec;

" T 9- - .. this is well below the average ground noise

c 9.__ a-. present. However, this degree of sensitivity is
necessary for geophysical research.

Limitations

JfOX 2 Altering the system to respond to different

rnnges of physical stimulus is simply a matter of

"1 defining the sensor. Stronger limitations are
J-8@e 3 - -v _, . placed on the YAMS by its existing technology.

Anticipated absolute maximums would be 200 Hz sig-
nal, at 15 bit (0.003%) accuracy for all 80 chan-

nels. The VANS would operate at this speed for
only minutes before overloading its buffering capa-

Fig. 2 Sensor Tree bility. Reducing any parameter above would enable

the others to increase, but again, there are

individual maximum limitations that have not been
The elements of the sensor tree provide the fully explored. Reducing all, for example, to the

low level pre-amplification, signal conditioning, levels discussed previously would enable the system
and line driving needed to insure signal integrity to operate stably for indefinite periods of time.

when it arrives at the slave, as well as the cali-

bration and communication that must be maintained

between the slave, the master, and the sensors.

Distance from the sensor to the J-box should Summary
be no more than two hundred feet, and from each
J-box to the S-box should be less than two thousand

feet. The S-box is at the slave, and the distance In order to provide a system capable of

from the slave to the master is limited only by a- monitoring environmental motion associated with STS

. vailable communication links, launches, AFGL designed and built the VAMS, an

4
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easily reconfigurable, flexible, distributed conpu-
ter network. Junction Box No. S2-JB2. SI-JB2 will be located

The VAMS meets requirements that it be able to on Platform 20, on the south walkway, adjacent to

operate despite limited power and communications the crane rail, near Column F-3. The sensors con-

links to the outside and that it provide real time nected to SI-jB2 are logically considered one

monitoring from mobile structures during STS group.
launches. MST Crane. One, three component * SG accele-

The VVYS uses distributed computer techniques, roneter package will be placed midway on the crane

as well as state-of-the-art hardware, including bridge.
magnetic bubble memory and high speed synchronous

modems. Junction Box No. S1-JB3. S1-JB3 will not be used
Eighty channels can be locally recorded and for first launch.

then centrally displayed in near real tine. Of

these, twenty channels can be centrally recorded

and displayed in real time. Instrunentation Slave Unit No. S2. S2 will be

The system consists of a master control unit located on Level B, on the south side, east of the

to manage the network and continually reccrC data, stairs near the west wall of the elevator between

an array processor, and five slave units. The net- Columns G-3 and G-4. Electrical power, (110 V-',
work will ur.ction using only one voice grade tele- 20 amp) and a dedicated telephone line (having 3
phone line between the master and each slave. kilohertz capability), will be supplied to this

unit. The supporting UPS unit will be installed
adjacent to this ISU, located as necessary within a
six foot radius.

APPENDIXN Junction Fox S2-JB1. Junction Box No. Se- :

will be located on Platform B, on the north side

Vandenberg AFB adjacent to the north wall, near Colunn A-3. The
Instrumentation sensors connected to $2-JB1 can be logically con-

sidered in two groups measuring: (1)equipnert

Five slaves, 13 junction boxes, and 76 sensors vibration, and (2) hold down post strain. Cable
will be used by AFGL during the first 5S launch runs will be 103 feet.
fron Vanderterg WE. Installation details are as Selected _Equipment Vibration. Tnree
follows: hydraulic units located on the second and ttird

floors on the north side of the MST, will each be
The Mobile Service Tower monitored by ore * 5G vertical accelerometer.

Hold Down Post Strain. One + 2000 recta
- . :trunenta1tcn Slave Unit No. I in/in strain base will be placed on a vertical

member and a diagonal member in the northwest hold
SI wil1 be located on Level B, on the south down post area.

. side, east of the stairs near the west wael cf the
" elevator between Columns G-3 and G-4. Electrical Junction Box No. S2-JB2. S2-JB2 will be located

power, (WCZ VAC, 20 amp), and a dedicated telephone on Level B, on the south side, near the west wall,
" line, (having 3 kilohertz capacity), will be sup- near Cclunn G-1. The sensors connected to S2-3B2
[.-. *lied to this unit. The supporting UPS unit will are approxinately a mirror image of S?-:B1. They

- be installed adjacent to this ISU, located as nec- can be logically considered in two groups neas;r-
essary w:t.n a six foot radius. ing: (11 equipnent vibration and (2) hold down ;cst

strain. Cable runs will be 100 feet.
Juncticn Bcx and S-JB1. S1-JB1 will te located Seecte Equipment Vibration. Two hydra.ilc

on the roof, adjacent to the hatchway, mounted to units located on the second and third floors cn the
reverse side of the vertical bracket that has been south side of the MST, will each be monltored by
installed just east of the hatch opening, one + 5G vertical accelerometer.

The sensors connected to $I-JBI can te logi- Hold lown Post Strain. One * 2000 nicro

cally considered in three groups. Cable rurs will In/In strain base will be placed on a vertical
be predo:nnating 200 feet. menber and a diagonal member in the southwest hold

St•u:t ral Sway. There are two three ccnpo- down post area.
nent * 50 accelerometer packages and two, two con-

- pcnent * 5 accelerometer packages cover.-S the Junction Pox 'to. S2-JB3. S2-JB3 will be located
four cornes. on platforn 13, near the south wall, between c.-

West-Face Exte-lor Pressure Load--. Tnere unns G-2 and G-3. The sensors connected to 52-:23
are two 0-2: PSIA sensors on the west wall, lust can be logically considered in two groups ne4sur-
below the -ZcT. Ing: (I) south face pressure loading, and (2" west

".So-~-. Exterior Pressure Load:-r. There face pressure loading. This second group belongs,
1s one 0-2: ? I sensor in the center of te south on a data reduction sense, with Si-J1 - Crc;; 2.
wall, just below the roof. This seso1r is, In a Conversely, the sensor in SI-JB1 - 3roup 3 belongs
data redoction sense, grouped with the pressu-e ar- with the first group here.
ray in 52-S 3.

V-



South Face Pressure Loading. Three groups of similar to S3-JB1. There are three logical group-
two 0-20 PSI& pressure sensors will be mounted, ings measuring: (1) east face pressure loading,
back-to-back (exterior/interior pressures) on the (2) south face pressure differential, and (3) crane

south face between the 235 foot and 335 foot lev- support vibration.
els. East Face Pressure Loading. Two 0-20 PSIA

West Face Exterior Pressure. One 0-20 PSIA pressure sensors are located on the south east
pressure sensor will be placed at the 300 foot lev- corner at the 215 and 265 foot levels.
el, facing west. South Face Pressure Differential. Three + 5

PSID pressure sensors are located on the middle of
the south wall between the 165 foot level and the
265 foot level. The sensors In S3-JB3 - Group 3

The Shuttle Assembly Building are grouped here for data reduction.

Crane Support Vibration. One + 5G accelerom-

eter is placed midspan on the south crane rail. It
Instrumentation Slave Unit No. 3. S3 will be is grouped with S3-JB1 - Group 1 for data

located on the first level, on the north leg of the reduction.
SAD, in the northeast end of the Mechanical Equip-
ment Room No. 1, near Column A-6. Electrical pow-

er, (110 VAC, 20 amp), and a dedicated telephone

line, (having 3 kilohertz capability), will be sup- The Payload Changeout Room

plied to this unit. The supporting UPS unit will

be installed adjacent to this ISU, located as nec-
essary within a six foot radius. Instrumentation Slave Unit No. 4. S4 will be

located on Level 5, on the north side of the PCR,
Junction Box No. S3-JB1. S3-JB1 will be located northwest of the main traffic area between Columns

on the north leg of the SAS. at the bridge crane I-1 and 1-2. Electrical power (110 VAC, 20 amps),
level, on the walkway platform adjacent to the and a dedicated telephone line, (having 3 kilohertz

crane rail, near Column C-5, with the junction box capability), will be supplied to this unit. The
" *mounted on its side to avoid causing congestion on supporting UPS unit will be installed adjacent to

* the walkway. There are two logical groupings for this ISU, located as necessary within a six foot
these sensors, radius.

Crane Bridge. One three component + 5G ac-

celerometer package will be placed on the crane Junction Box No. S4-JB1. S4-JB1 will be located
bridge, midspan. on Level 1, in the stairway No. 1 entry area, near

Crane Support. One + 5G accelerometer will Column H-i, in the northwest corner of the PCR.
be placed midspan on the north crane rail. The Hold Down Post Strain. Two + 2000 micro

south rail is physically covered in S3-JB3 - Group in/in strain gages will be mounted on the north
3, but for data reduction, it will be grouped here. side, one in the northwest corner and one in the

northeast corner.
Junction Box No. S3-JB2. Junction Box No.

S3-JB2 will be located on the SAD roof, secured in Junction Box No. S4-JB2. S4-JB2 will be located
place, on the north side of the ventilation struc- on the north side of the PCR, on Level 8, adjacent

ture, located approximately midway between the east to the west wall, between Columns G-2 and H-2.
and west ends of that structure. The three logical Equipment Vibration. Predominantly vertical,
groups for these sensors measure: (1) structural + 5 G accelerometers will be placed on the base of

sway, (2) east face pressure loading and (3) south assorted equipment on platforms from the 132 foot
face pressure loading. level thru the 191 foot level.

Structural Sway. Two, two component + 5G ac-

celeroneter packages will be placed to measure the Junction Box S4-JB3. S4-JB3 will be located on

northeast and northwest corners. Level 1, in the stairway No ! entry area, near
East Face Pressure Loading. One 0-20 PSIA Column S-I, on the southwest crner of the PCR.

pressure sensor will be put on the northeast corner Hold Down Post Strain. This is a mirror

at the 319 foot level during data reduction. This image of S4-JB1 on the south side.
sensor will be considered part of S3-JB3 - Group 1.

South Face Pressure Loading. One + 5 PSID

pressure will measure interior/exterior pressure at Instrumentation Slave Unit No. 5. S5 will be

the 319 foot level. Again, during data reduction, located on Level 5, on the south side of the PCR,
the sensor will be grouped with those on S3-JB3 - southwest of the main traffic area between Columns
Group 2. A-1 and A-2. Electrical power, (110 VAC, ?0 amps),

and a dedicated telephone line, (having 3 kil.hertz

Junction Box No. S3-JB3. S3-JB3 will be located capability), will be supplied to this unit. The
on the south leg of the SAS, on Stairway No. 2, supporting UPS unit will be installed adjacent to
above the platform on the interior of the SAB this ISU, located as necessary within a six foot

mounted east of the doorway, mounted on an I-Beam radius.
approximately four feet above the platform deck.

This Junction box will also be mounted on its side,

6



Junction Box No. S5-JB1. S5-JB1 will be located
in the room adjacent to the stairway, southwest
corner, on platform 14, secured In place, between

Columns D-1 and D-2. There are three logical

.g roupings for these sensors measuring: (1) east

facing pressure, (2) structural sway and (3)
PCR/PPR displacement.

East Face Pressure. One 0-20 PSIA pressure

sensor is located in the southeast corner at the
260 foot level.

Structural Sway. One, two component + 5G ac-

celerometer package is located in the northwest

corner.
PCR/PPR Displacement. Four displacement sen-

sors measure the PCR/PPR gap at the roof level.

Junction Box No. 5-JB2. S5-JB2 will be located

on platform 12, on the south side, between Columns

C-3.5 and C-4. There are four logical groupings

for the J-box measuring: (1) PGHM rail vibration,

(2) equipment vibration, (3) east exterior pressure
and (4) south exterior pressure.

PGHM Rail Vibrations. One, three component +

5G accelerometer package is placed on the PGHM

rail.

Equipment Vibration. One + 5G vertical ac-

celerometer Is used, but during data reduction, it
will be grouped with S4-JB2 - Group 1.

East Exterior Pressure. One 0-20 PSIA pres-

sure sensor is placed at the 206 foot level.

South Exterior Pressure. One 0-20 PSIA pres-
sure sensor is placed at the 235 foot level.

Junction Box S5-JB3. Junction Box No. S5-JB3

will not be used for first launch.
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